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Giovanna Matthews settles happily into the English west country village of Lowenna, but a storm is about to
rock her world. Distressing the ladies from the knitting circle, a body drifts in with a high tide and
unconvinced the death is an accident, Gia leaves no pebble unturned while sleuthing her way around the
village. Her delving further disrupts village life much to the distress of many villagers who want every rock
to stay firmly in place. Meanwhile, her boyfriend, David, has an unwelcome visitor who threatens to unravel
the bonds that tie him and Gia. Can Gia solve the mystery and encourage the visitor to leave before her
anchor in the village is uprooted and she too is cast out to sea?
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From reader reviews:

Lori Thomas:

In this 21st hundred years, people become competitive in each and every way. By being competitive
currently, people have do something to make them survives, being in the middle of the crowded place and
notice by simply surrounding. One thing that sometimes many people have underestimated this for a while is
reading. Yep, by reading a guide your ability to survive enhance then having chance to stay than other is
high. For you who want to start reading any book, we give you that High Tide book as nice and daily reading
e-book. Why, because this book is usually more than just a book.

Jacki Peters:

In this time globalization it is important to someone to find information. The information will make anyone
to understand the condition of the world. The health of the world makes the information quicker to share.
You can find a lot of recommendations to get information example: internet, newspapers, book, and soon.
You can see that now, a lot of publisher that will print many kinds of book. Often the book that
recommended for your requirements is High Tide this guide consist a lot of the information on the condition
of this world now. This specific book was represented how does the world has grown up. The vocabulary
styles that writer value to explain it is easy to understand. Typically the writer made some research when he
makes this book. Here is why this book suitable all of you.

Cathy Lantz:

Beside this particular High Tide in your phone, it may give you a way to get more close to the new
knowledge or information. The information and the knowledge you are going to got here is fresh from the
oven so don't become worry if you feel like an older people live in narrow small town. It is good thing to
have High Tide because this book offers to you personally readable information. Do you occasionally have
book but you seldom get what it's about. Oh come on, that won't happen if you have this in your hand. The
Enjoyable set up here cannot be questionable, just like treasuring beautiful island. Use you still want to miss
this? Find this book in addition to read it from right now!

Kayla France:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that will question when you got students? We believe that that question
was given by teacher with their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby. And you
know that little person like reading or as examining become their hobby. You need to know that reading is
very important in addition to book as to be the matter. Book is important thing to include you knowledge,
except your own teacher or lecturer. You will find good news or update concerning something by book. A
substantial number of sorts of books that can you choose to use be your object. One of them is this High
Tide.
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